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Dear Graduates:

Your educational career at the Medical College of Virginia of Virginia Commonwealth University has provided you a strong basis on which to embark on your health-care career. At no time in recent history has the role of the health-care provider in our society been more critical. Health-care reform is having a profound impact on our communities -- and on the way we deliver education in health care. Your time with us has, in may respects, occurred at one of the most challenging -- but exciting -- periods in the history of American academic medical centers and certainly at MCV.

In the past, academic medical centers grew in proportion to new discoveries in basis science and medicine. At MCV, the growing sophistication of hospitals increased the physical plant; the role of nursing in the care of patients was discovered during the Civil War in Richmond's open-air surgeries; dentistry, pharmacy, and allied health became distinct disciplines; and public health assumed a central place in the well-being of our community. Education and research both responded and contributed to these transformations in health care.

Today, we face a quite different set of circumstances. More than medical aspects, health care today has assumed social and economic dimensions. How do we pay for it? How do we deliver it? Who gets access to the system? Most of all, where should we be pursuing research and how do we train future providers?

The University's senior administration has been collaboration with your professors to respond strategically to the challenge of today's environment. How well we manage this period will determine the stability of the medical center. It surely depends on guaranteeing scholarships support for future students, stabilizing the finances of the Medical College of Virginia Hospitals and positioning the medical center to be more competitive, and increasing the presence of generalist providers in our under-served communities.

I believe, however, that the crux of the academic medical center's strategic response will depend on the quality of our graduates -- their training, intelligence, and compassion in the face of enormous change. I am entirely confident that you will stand as equals with your colleagues.

In behalf of the entire University, please accept our heartfelt congratulations on your educational achievement. My very best wishes to you.

Eugene P. Trani
President
Virginia Commonwealth University
In 1837, December first, the President and Trustees of Hampden-Sydney College created a Medical Department to be located in Richmond, Virginia.

The college opened on November 5, 1838, in the old Union Hotel on the corner of Main and 19th Street. The Medical College of Virginia became an independent institution, chartered on February 25, 1854.
The charter was obtained after a dispute between the faculty at the college and the trustees of Hampden-Sydney about filling a new chair at the school.

The Act of the Assembly allowed the college to become a state institution on March 14, 1861.

A new hospital opened in April of 1861 that was three stories high with a bed capacity of 80 and a bathroom and water closet on each floor!
In 1893, a second medical college arose two blocks from the Egyption Building, the University College of Medicine.

The new college was composed of medicine, dentistry, and pharmacy. Twenty years later, the two schools consolidated to become.....
This is our school
Richmond

Oh! What A Beautiful City!!
Virginia
GHOSTS, GOBLINS, AND FREAKS!!!
GROOVY BABY!
p.18  **top left**: Jovito Sabal, Steven Ricci, Robert Marzban, Scott Miller, Reba Matthews and Karen.  **bottom left**: Chuck Carter, Steve Castro, Todd, and Matthew Brokaw.  **bottom right**: Julie McMahon (a.k.a. Elvis Presley) and Cathy Mills

p.19  **top right**: M1 70's party  **middle right**: Ricky Stern
top left: Darryl Lefcoe and Jeff Wagman in front of "Western Wall" Old City of Jerusalem  top right: Patty Kim and Charis Moore (P-96's) enjoying seafood in North Carolina  
bottom left: John McMurray is LOST!  
bottom right: M'97's
TAKE A BREAK
above: Captain Jean-Luc Picard with prop of Randy Fink (M-97).
left: Maher Sangild (D-96) and Casey Cesena, two very famous voices. bottom left: M-95's with Phil Donahue. bottom right: Gilligan of the S.S. Minnow and M2 student.
top left: can you find the red student that almost didn’t make it back? top right: Sean Lucas (highwater) teaches Sean Fessenden how to fall while lead-climbing. middle right: Neil Klar demonstrates his ability to fly at Va. Beach. bottom left: Fons flying at Cape Hatteras. bottom right: Dean Garfield about to freefall.
UNDER SKIES OF BLUE
p.28 top left: Brian Dixon and Tara Lowe on base. top right: M-97's. middle left: Robert Satterfield (M-95) dunks this shot to win. middle right: M-97's. bottom left: Justin Martin, Jeff Wagman (D-95's), and Dr. Steve Dweck after Mtn. Biking Great Falls. bottom right: Scott Bobrow in Okemo Vermont.

p.29 top left: Jim Forni and Dr. Don Crabtree after a sailing regatta. top right: Amy Swisher and Kelle Henry (GT-95's) boogie boarding at Virginia Beach. left: Patrick Billings receiving 1st Place award from Doug Neely during MHA-'96 Spring Golf Tournament. right: Dr. Mikulecky intently eyes the ball before unleashing a cover ripping blow to the ball (physiology). bottom left: M1 Faculty-Student Golf Tournament. bottom right: Paige Crowder teaching Sean Fessenden how to ski in Alta, Utah.
GREAT PARTIES

p.30 top left: Richard Grundy with "the Source" at SGA party  top right: Pharmacy Toga party  bottom left: Cathy Mills, Michelle Murphy, and Laura Cow Ford (P '96) display Charlie's Angles in Toga  bottom center: M4's  bottom right: Tracy Nicholson boogies (P '85)  p.31 top left: Jason Skinner's Birthday  top right: Med students get busted  middle left: the annual Med Dental get married party  middle right: Med students play  bottom left: Senior Nursing Christmas Ball  bottom right: as usual, Kevin (MBA '96) is having a bad hair day
"...and for our main course, barbecued chicken" said Andrew.
top left: Ajit Britto and Sean Fessenden. Those masks are not OSHA approved.
top right: Jennie Morris doing the nursing process and paperwork (N-'96).
middle left: Lisa Ozito and Julie McMahon enjoying the weather outside of the Lurieck Student Center (P-'96).
middle right: Mandy and Rachel taking care of business (N-'96).
bottom left: Scott Arbow and Jeffrey Beyer showing that the lab can be a fun place (D-'95).
bottom right: Ali Husain, Isam Estwani and Fadel Ghuloum learning to say AHH! (D-'98).
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Georgia Floods were devastating. Another Peace Treaty was made on the White House South Lawn between The Hashimite Kingdom of Jordan and The State of Israel ending six decades of hostilities. The United States went to the brink of invading Haiti. Its poor, unsettled neighbor to the south. But at the last minute Haiti's military rulers bowed to the United Nations and promised to cede power to the duly elected president whom they had ousted, Jean-Bertrand Aristide. Civil War continued to rack Bosnia-Herzegovina despite efforts of a United Nations Peacekeeping force. Tens of thousands of firefighters fought a summer-long battle against scores of fires that burned more than three million acres of woodland across the parched Western states.
Heather Whitston, a deaf woman from Alabama, became the first contestant with a disability to win the Miss American Pageant. Top right: Aerosmith won best group video, video of the year, and viewers' choice award at the MTV Music Video Awards for "Cryin." Bottom left: Woodstock '69: 350,000 rain-drenched, mud-covered people at $135 a ticket. Bottom right: Michael Jackson and Lisa Marie Presley at their first public appearance at the opening of the MTV Music Video Awards Ceremony.
The top 10 stories in sports of 1994 included the baseball strike, Harding-Kerrigan, O.J. Simpson, Foreman won two titles, N.Y. Rangers win the Stanley Cup, NHL lockout, Jimmy Johnson quits, Dan Jansen's Olympic Gold medal, Michael Jordan and baseball, and the Cowboys won the Super Bowl.
The School of Medicine at MCV/VCU, in collaboration with the other two Medical Schools in the State of Virginia, has embarked on a major initiative to promote the entry of more of our medical graduates into generalist careers. This initiative, known as the Virginia Generalist Physician Initiative, is supported by supplemental funding from the State as well as by one of fourteen grants awarded to Medical Schools by the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation for this purpose. The goal of the initiative is to have at least 50% of the graduates of the Medical School enter generalist careers by the year 2000.

To achieve this goal the School of Medicine is restructuring every aspect of its activities, from admissions to curriculum as well as graduate medical education. In the admissions area we are changing the structure of the admissions committee to include more generalist physicians. We have initiated a number of programs to identify candidates who would be interested in a generalist career, with particular emphasis on those who are likely to go into practice in medically underserved areas of Virginia.

Beginning with the entering class in 1995, the students will spend one afternoon a week, in generalist physicians offices. This increased exposure to generalist practice will familiarize our students with aspects of primary care to which they have not been previously exposed. Some of the curriculum, including the teaching of physical diagnosis, will be transferred into the community. The students will continue spending time in physicians offices into the second year; their activities there will be supplemented by small group conferences which will be coordinated with what they see in the doctors' offices.

Graduate Medical Education will be restructured to favor generalist training. The changes will be phased in over a four-year period, and they will ultimately achieve over 50% of the output from the residencies being in the generalist area.

These changes will place the School of Medicine at MCV/VCU in the forefront of leadership in the country. The increased output of generalist physicians fulfills the needs of the Commonwealth. We fully expect that the changes in the curriculum, in addition to providing more primary care physicians for the state of Virginia, is also a better way of training physicians.
The School of Medicine began as part of the Medical Department of Hampden Sydney College when it opened in 1838. There were six faculty members and seven students. Today, there are about 675 enrolled students in the Medical program and 752 total faculty members. It includes:

- Department of Anatomical Sciences
- Department of Anesthesiology
- Department of Biochemistry & Molecular Biophysics
- Department of Biostatistics
- Department of Dermatology
- Department of Family Practice
- Department of Human Genes
- Department of Internal Medicine
- Department of Legal Medicine
- Department of Microbiology and Immunology
- Department of Neurology
- Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology
- Department of Ophthalmology
- Department of Orthopaedic Surgery
- Department of Otolaryngology
- Department of Pathology
- Department of Pediatrics
- Department of Pharmacology and Toxicology
- Department of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation
- Department of Physiology
- Department of Preventive Medicine & Community Health
- Department of Psychiatry
- Department of Radiation Oncology
- Department of Radiology
- Department of Surgery
The Medical Class of 1995

Huy Kim
Thomas Martin
Dave Pellei
Robert Satterfield
Kathy Weesner
SENIOR MEDICAL STUDENTS
The Medical Class of 1996

Alex Lee
Nancy Sapanara
Ravi Shamaengar
Caren Aaron
Sarah Anderson
Drury Armistead
J. Rand Baggesen
Mark Belt

Barabara Bernard
Mardi Bishop
Robert Blem
Addie Briggs
Joel Burroughs

James Bush
Brian Butcher
Erika Cappelluti
Ray Chen
Stephen Chen

Henry Cho
Tianya Clark

C. Claydon
John Cole

Ryan Cole
Joseph Cook
Medical School

Brian Kirschner
Elizabeth Leornard
Arlene Lewis
Peter Linek
Steven Liu

Tim Lu
Amy Luckeydoo
Lisa Malloy
Windy Mason
Timothy McBetine

Jennifer McInnes
David Mehfoud
Tim Monahan
Lisa Murray
Debra Nathan

David Neff
Robert Obedian

Peter Ofman
Allee Oh

Patrick O'Neill
Krishna Padiyar
Sophomores

Marianne Park
Mercedes Payne

Steven Reed
Bayley Royer

Chris Schmeil
Eric Schubert
Dan Sepdham
David Shackelford
Patrick Shea

David Shipman
Linda Slayton
Timothy Sayles
Lynn Sneeve
Brendan Sullivan

Mark Taylor
Steven Terranova
Drew Tierner
Uyen Tran
Andrew Walker

John Whiteside
Jamie Winnick
Christopher Wolemben
Milissa Yadao
Second Year Medicine
Making Time For Fun
Travellin' with the Class Treasurer comes in handy.
The Student National Medical Association, Inc. (SNMA) was created out of a need to produce sensitive physicians to serve minority and indigent communities. Since its inception, the SNMA has not only focused on providing for its members avenues which foster an obligation to practice medicine within the minority community, but SNMA also serves the fraternal needs of the minority medical student.

The MCV-SNMA strives for the improvement of medical care, service to the community and the education and graduation of qualified minority physicians. Whether in the form of hypertension and sickle cell anemia screening, sponsoring youth visits to MCV, or through the orientation of high school and college age youth at our annual Health Careers Day, our commitment to community service still stands as our hallmark.

In addition, we will continue to address the needs of minority medical students by establishing camaraderie, speaking out on pertinent issues and offering academic and financial assistance.

The SNMA is alive and thriving and will continue as one of the most unique and vital student organizations, both nationally and locally here at the Medical College of Virginia.
Kate Andrews
Glen Arluk
Kristen Austin
Amin Azzam
Richard Bagnall

Brian Bailey
Kristin Baird
Marty Baker
Filip Banovac
Victor Baquero

Ryan Barnes
Paul Barongan
Judy Barto
Lee Blecher
Tina Bongiorni

Edward Boofmeyer

James Booker

Bryon Brooks

right: MH Faculty-Student
Golf Tournament
Elizabeth Brown
Renee Brown
Graham Bundy
Melissa Byrne
Neal Carl

John Carmichael

Shannon Carpenter

Pammela Carrington
Madhu Chalasani
Parker Chamberlin
Wayne Chang
David Cho

Rebekka Christie
Beverly Clary III
Malik Collins
Chris Connaghton
Alexander Creighton

Ann Daniel
Charles Daniel
Alan De Angelo
Jill Denney
Lucia Donatelli
Medical School

Richard Downs
Matthew Dumont
Dorothy Fedis
Danny Felty
Randy Ferrance

Lawrence Fine
Anthony Fisher
James Fitzgerald
Kristin Fritz
Gus Ghuneim

Kristin Giannini
Richard Gill
Charles Glass
Richard Gunning
Tonya Hardy

Matthew Harrison

Neda Hashemi

Marcelyn Hawkins
Freshmen

Brian Hill
Toshi Hirasaka
James Holt
George Hong
William Hope IV

William Houck
Carlos Hubbard
left: Key West

Eric Ingold
David Kagey

James Khatcheressian
Laura Kihlstrom

Stephen Kotch
Kimberly Kreger
Mark Kropf
Robert Lampman
John Lang

Kevin Largen
Eric Leichter
Catherine Lesko
Gordon Lewis
Dean Lin
First Year

Michael Lin
Jerome Lisk
Dilla Livesay
Karla Lowman
Peter Manley

Jeff Martin
Mark Mast
Lorraine McRae
Pete Meaney
Katherin Menk

Christopher Meyer
Sapan Mody
Andrew Muhammid
Rebecca Nash

Debbie Noeman

David Okonkwo

Margaret Okonkwo

right: MI Faculty-
Student
Golf Tournament

60 Medicine
Medical Students

Arik Olson

Kimberly Oshirak

Touja Palauro
Ellen Palen
Cordell Preciado
Greg Price
Seema Qureshi

Elaine Reale
Alvin Reaves III
Kenneth Redcross
Tiffini Regis
Elizabeth Rice

Seth Roberts
Dawn Rosenblum
Jane Rozyczki
Javid Sadjadi
Schinichi Sato

Tinea Savage
Beth Schissel
Gary Schlichter
Mike Schlieman
David Schorr
Thomas Scioscia
Jerome Sepic
Harry Shaia
Wayne Shaia
Yun Shim

Joanne Simon
Jeffrey Sinclair
LaKeita Smith
Michael Smith
Ross Sugar

Rebecca Summitt
Lisa Tannenbaum
Keith Thompson
Bill Tomiak
Robert Tribuzio

Ric Troyer
Gary Tye
Ron Vail
Christopher Vandermeer
Hilary Vaughan

Christopher Von Elten
David Whiddom
James Williams
John Wilson
Edwin Wong

Tanya Wooldridge
Kelley Zacharias
Genia Zimmerman
Andru Ziwasimon
Success,
to laugh often and much; to win the respect of intelligent people and the affection of children; to earn the appreciation of honest critics and endure the betrayal of false friends; to appreciate beauty; to find the best in others; to leave the world a little better place than we found it, whether by a healthy child, a garden, or a redeemed social condition; to know even one life breathed easier because you lived.
This is to have succeeded.

Harry Emerson Fosdick
In 1993, the School of Dentistry celebrated its centennial anniversary. At the same time, the dental hygiene program had its 25th birthday. Through its first 100 years, the School of Dentistry has produced two-thirds of the dentists in Virginia and many of its dental hygienists.

The School has become known for the quality of its programs and graduates. In the past 30 years, twelve alumni or faculty have gone on to become deans or higher at other institutions. Currently, four of the 54 U.S. dental school deans are products of our school, and one is President of Tufts University. To attest to the quality of our school, U.S. News and World Report, in the March 21, 1993 issue, ranked our school in the top fifteen in the country.

As we enter our second century of commitment to education, service, and research, we intend to maintain the standards of excellence established by our predecessors.

We wish our graduates the very best in a life of service to the public.

Dr. Lindsay M. Hunt
Dean of the School of Dentistry
The School of Dentistry began in 1893 as part of The College of Physicians and Surgeons. In 1913, this college merged with the Medical College of Virginia and the MCV School of Dentistry was formed. The first class had only three students, but it now has around 375 enrolled students and about 64 instructional faculty members. It includes:

- Program in Dental Hygiene
- Department of Endodontics
- Department of General Practice
- Department of Oral Pathology
- Department of Oral & Maxillofacial Surgery
- Department of Orthodontics
- Department of Pediatric Dentistry
- Department of Periodontics
- Department of Prosthodontics
Jeryl Abbott
Mansour Al-Ajmi
Ralph Anderson
Lorena Baccaglini
Richard Baier

Theresa Bain
Marco Beltrami
Todd Bivins
Craig Blackham
Scott Bobrow

Stelianos Bredologos
Shannon Butler
Jong Young Chung
Uma Chaudhari
Penelope Cralle
A Break is in Order.

above left: sailing with Dr. Crabtree, Rich Farrell, and Jim Forni in Urbania, VA.
above right: Russ Owen's engagement party at Nag's Head, N.C.
right: a light trip down the Upper Gaulery.
bottom left: Jeff Wagman, Smadar Sivor, and Darryl Lefcoe in front of the Dental School at the University of Tel Aviv.
bottom right: Surgeons?
Senior Life...

top left: Chopped Liver and Gifilite Fish.
top right: Chip Clemmons practicing good posture. middle right: Grundy grubbing.
Ahh! Finally.

top right: Russ Owen's engagement party at Nag's Head, N.C. bottom right: guess who's pregnant.
Gettin All Spiffed Up.
Patient Cancellation?

bottom right: Steve talking to his broker
Top left: Russ and Steli sharing a parking pass.
William Adams  
Greg Bath  
Ajit Denis Britto  
Matthew Brokaw  
Chuck Brown  

Todd Casey  
Cathy Cash-Staley  
Steve Castro  
Damdy Chanthavilay  
Meagan Chapan-Heilman  

Richard Chisholm  
Andrew Dado  
Nasser Damirchi  
Bryan Dixon  
Albert Evans  

Farrokh Farrokhnejad  
Sean Fessenden  

John Gardner  
Wm. Graham Gardner  

Dean Garfield  
Jeffrey Hamling
Richard Johnson
Jay Corwin Keltner

Mark Kerr
Sean Lucas

Anthony Martin
Robert Marzban

Reba Matthews
Carl McCrady
Ann Miller
Scott Miller
Mohammed Mohammed

Kyle Morgan
Gary Morgan
Sigfried Naumann
Melissa Nazareth
George Papastergiou

Parisa Payman
Giao (Robert) Pham
Harry Ramsey
Tanya Redd
Rick Rios
Third Year Dentistry Students

Maher Sangid
Jennifer Schools-McDaniel
Michael S. Smith
Brad Spano
Ricky Sterne

Justin Thorton
Damon Tompson
Nicole Van
Ronald Vranas
David Wayment

Gia Vi

Glen Zeh

Dentistry
BIG EVENTS of '94-'95

top left: PIZZA! PIZZA! top right: Oral Cancer Screening. middle left: teaching Dentistry at a fair. middle right: Delta Sigma Delta formal dinner. bottom left: Carl prepares his famous fixins for a class Chili sale. above: Matthew Brokaw receives Psi-Omega pin (his Grandfather's old pin) from his father teacher Dr. Brokaw. bottom right: Kyle Morgan teaches Kindergarten children brushing.
Faces You Will Never Forget.

But Some You Wish You Could!
Hey Batta
batta batta
Shwing Batta!
Luckily, there is always plenty of time for foolin' around in Dentistry School.

The Class of 1996 would like to invite any class to "Bring It On."
JUST FISHIN' AROUND
Jeff, Have you seen Dave?
The Day Christmas Came To Dental School.
Brian Baird
Eric Bessey
D.J. Bickers
Dennis Blume
Russell Bogacki

Jarrod Brown
Andria Chapman
Jon Chisholm
Karen Cole
Courtney Coleman-Adams

Matthew Cooke
E. Paige Crowder
Brett Dameron
Janet French
Derek Galatro

R. Kelly Golden
Lonny Grimmer

Scott Guice
Andrew Henritze

Jess Hopkins
Vicki Keller
1997

Mehinif
Kim
Da>
Christopher Martin
Michael McCormick
Phinious Molefe
Ernest Moore
Wendy Moore

Ellen Morgan
Neil Morrison
Jeffrey Neal
Thang Nguyen
Bonnie Pearson

Anthony Peluso
Keith Pyle
Carole Roberts
Kristn Roberts
Jennifer Rose

Hyman Salyer
John Scheil
Ann Selander
Alexandra Sprigg
Ken Tankersley
SOPHOMORES

Jack Thompson III
Alfred Thresher
Michael Transtrum
Neil Turnage
Sheila Vacendak

Sahana Vijay
Marni Voorhees
Julia Williams
Behnam Yaghmai
above: David Le and D.J. Bickers (D-'97). right: Karen Cole and Ken Tankersley (D-'97) - a.k.a. Scarlett and Rhett. below: Kelly Golden and Lonny Grimmer (D-'97) as a couple of "wild and crazy guys". bottom left: Neil Turnage (D-'97) with wife, Bonnie. bottom right: Clare Stephens, Neill Morisson, and Scott Guice (D-'97).
top left: Dr. William Betzhold, Neil Turnage and Jimmy Smith. top right: Russel Bogacki-happy to be in lab. middle left: Michael Murphy, E. Paige Crowder, Tom Grisius, Christine Mar, and Melanie Kim preparing to do saliva tests in cariology. middle right: Eric Bessey posing with a set of dentures. bottom left: Ann Selander and Behnam Yaghmai observing Dr. Jenkins. bottom right: Jeffrey Cash and Dennis Blume learning on the manikin.
D-2 LABS:
A SECOND HOME TO SOPHOMORES

top left: Christopher Martin preparing to do lab work. top right: a pose from the girls in lab #321. middle left: Kelly Golden practices on Niloofar "Nellie" Ayat while Brian Bard observes his technique. middle right: Clare Stephens concentrating on her work. bottom left: Alexandra Sprigg teaching Alfred Thresher to say Ahh. bottom right: Kristen Roberts and Carole Roberts showing off their work.
THERE'S ALWAYS TIME FOR FUN!!!

top: the guy's night out, above: the girl's night out, right top: Wendy Moore and Nelle Ayat in front of The Lyons Building right bottom: Andy Henrize showing his pearly whites, bottom left: Julia Williams showing her culinary skills, bottom right: John Schehl playing air hockey at the Playing Field
above left: Mark Bond, Scott Papa and D.J. Bickers spending some quality time together at Calypso Cafe. above right: Ronald Vranas (D-96) and left: Cooke at the Delta Sigma Delta Initiation. below left: Hugh Bowry modeling a new hat. below right: Scott Papa, Dominick Colleti, and Michael McCormick sharing an affectionate moment! bottom left: Corinne Roberts, Jarrod Brown, Pam Wetherington, Mary Leslie Womack, and Robert Weber (D-94) enjoying the outdoors. bottom right: Sean Essenden (D-96) and E. Paige Crowder escaping from the indoors.
THE PARTY
THAT SAVED
CHRISTMAS!

top left: Jeffrey Cash giving Marni Voorhees 'bunny ears'. left: friends bonding, sharing and having fun. above: true love—Travis Mueller and wife Jennifer bottom left: a group hug. bottom right: all those smiles are a dentist's dream.
top left: Mary Leslie Womack and Jeffrey Neal. top right: Dr. Bach bonding with lab #321. middle left: Janet French sipping eggnog by the tree. middle right: boys will be boys. bottom left: Travis Mueller feasting on a nice krispie treat as Brian Baird watches in amazement. bottom right: Michael McCormick strikes a pose.
CLASS OF 1998

Saleh Al-Rowaich
Jessim Alhamadi
Stephen Alouf
Juan Banks
Kristen Bowling

April Bridges
Amanda Brown
Jeffrey Brownstein
Jay Bukzin
Jeff Campbell

Dan Cassidy
David Chamberlain
Brian Coates
Ann Cochran
Fred Coots

Jason Crist

Jeffrey Davis
FRESHMEN

Tripp Davis

Genevieve Devera

Matthew Dollar
Gretchen Drees
Christa Ellenberger
Margaret Elliott
Isam Estwani

Babak Farzaneh
Sean Ferguson
Brian Frandsen
Jennifer Galatro
Rob Galbreath

Michael Gorman
Fadhel Ghuloum
Stephen Glick
Ali Husain
Neal Klar
FIRST YEAR

Matthew Slattery
Robert Sorenson
Scott Sullivan
Anthony Thomas
Jenny Vobrak

Kim Wagner
Alvin Weatherford Jr.
Lee Welstead
Allen White III
Melba Williams

Rashondia Williams
Michael Williamson

John Yi
Lloyd Zelanzny

Farid Zurmati
above: Neal Klar, Trey White, Steve Glick and Jenny Vobrak at the Pony Pasture. right: Trey White on his birthday. below: celebrating the end of Gross Anatomy.

below: Juan Banks and Amanda Brown at happy hour. bottom left: Christa Ellenberger and Kristen Bowling-buddies and pals. bottom right: what a crazy bunch of overworked freshmen.
TIME TO TAKE A BREAK!

top: seeing double? - Qais Musmar and his brother. above: 'the gang' at lunch toasting to taking a break. bottom: Kim Wagner and Todd Scheyer. left: Jay Bukzin and Jenny Vobrak enjoying beverages at the happy hour.
D-1 LABS: LEARNING ABOUT TEETH

top: lab group A posing in Dental Anatomy. middle left: Connie Le and Esther Lee. middle right: Kristen Bowling concentrating on her carving. bottom left: Dan Cassidy working intently. bottom right: Pam Knuckols perfecting her wax tooth.
The Dental Hygiene Class of 1995

Margaret Capocelli
Margaret Chen
Michelle Duty
Craig Gordon
Collen Greene

Katherine Harrison
Sally Howe
Karen Jeffreys
Aimee Largen
Kim Mulvey

Stephanie Murphy
Angela Nadeau
Cheryl Selden
Susan Shafer
Tamala Smith

Ainny Tiberlacy
Jonathan Williams
Nancy Wilson
WHAT A GHASTLY NIGHT!
Enjoy Your Weekends
Because You Sure Don't Have Time During the Week.

above: partners in crime. top right: enjoying beverages on the Annabell Lee. middle right: one big happy family. bottom left: cake anyone? bottom right: Katie Harrison in class.
**top left:** Jonathon Williams.  **top right:** Craig Gordon, master of the grill.  **middle left:** Angie Nadeau.  **middle right:** Senior Breakfast with DH-94.  **bottom left:** good luck from DH-95.  **bottom right:** Jennifer Houston.
The Dental Hygiene Class of 1996

Pamela Bass
Kellie Bowers
Kristine Carroll
Deborah Chenault
Debbie Guisinger

Cazondra Johnson
Christina Luellen
Gisella Millan
Julie McDonald
Heather Norton

Debra S. Powers
Patricia Caralee Rooks
Yeugeninya Shneyder
Michelle Smith
Stephanie Spiller

Elizabeth Wakefield

Patricia Winnie
**top left:** DH-95 and DH-96 Picnic. **top right:** Tu Phan working on Elizabeth Wakefield. **middle left:** Stephanie Spiller working on Chrissy Luellen. **middle right:** DH-96 Class Picture at the DH-95,96 Picnic. **bottom left:** Chrissy Luellen and Cazandra Johnson wonder just what they are supposed to be seeing in micro lab. **bottom right:** Elizabeth Wakefield carefully carves that first maxillary premolar.
THE ONES THAT MAKE IT HAPPEN.
The Ultimate measure of a man is not where he stands in moments of comfort and convenience, but where he stands during challenge and controversy.

Martin Luther King, Jr.
I'm pleased to take this opportunity to comment to the students of 1994-95 as you, as future health care professionals prepare for the many changes that managed health care will bring to your professions in the 21st century.

Government and consumers in general appear to be convinced that health care costs too much today and they are going to modify the system significantly to "squeeze out the perceived fat". Gone will be the days of fee for service and the indiscriminate use of expensive technology to assess a patient's health status. Increasingly, we will see utilization of HMO's, group practices, and other similar programs that will provide "capitated services" wherein health providers must depend upon one another to complement each's expertise.

There will be many changes in the nature of what health professionals do and in the type of health professionals who provide various services. Many new health care specialists whether physician assistants, nurse practitioners or some new breed as yet to be named will increasingly become the gatekeepers to health care. My message to today's health professions students is to remain flexible and current with your knowledge base and apply it as needed so as to assure a satisfying and useful career.

John S. Ruggiero
Dean of The School of Pharmacy
The School of Pharmacy began as part of the curriculum of the Medical College of Virginia in 1838 when the school was founded. The General Assembly of Virginia gave the school the ability to confer the degree of Graduate Pharmacy in 1879. However, records show that there were two graduates in pharmacy in 1876. The school of Pharmacy of the Medical College of Virginia was officially established in 1898. Today, there are approximately 332 students enrolled, and approximately 65 faculty members. It also includes the Department of Medicinal Chemistry, and the Department of Pharmacy & Pharmaceutics.
Maria Danico
Caroline Davis
Nathan Dempsey
Shaun Dillon
Mark Dorsey

Jennifer Egbert
Tricia Falls
Ann Foster
Michelle Gardner
Rebecca Gardner

Renee Gebb
Mark Gravitt
Brent Gregory
Barbara Guemple
N. Michelle Harper
Deanna Martin
D. Todd Miller
Holly Morris
Sarah Newkirk
Tracy Nicholson

Kay Ong
Debbie Overton
Jennifer Risser
Richard Roach
Amy Silverstein

Melanie Slinger
Ellen (Neatour-)Smith
Kent Snapp
William Sudduth
Hazel Thomas

Jennifer Tilley
Pam Vogltanz

Theresa Williams
Sharon Wolff

p.124 Alison Boyd, Ann Foster, & Debbie Overton at the pharmacy convention '94.
p.125 John Lowe posing!? 

Kevin Wood
Eleanor Workman
Nicole Zamarra
alan
"WHAT'S
REALLY
IN THAT
CAN?"

128 Pharmacy
PHARMACY

Rima Aridi
Kimberly Baker
Phelicia Berry
Randy Bitikofer
Helle Blackwell

Diedre Branch
Jodi Campbell
Anne Chester
Laura Crawford
Robert Darracott

Angela DeLaney
Thomas Duff
Whitley Dotson
Melanie Dubois
Mac Duong
Heather Fariss
Mary Geoghegan
Ziba Gorji
Jamie Haight
Jamie Hess

Ann Johnston
Kun Kim
Dean Kirk
Stephanie Korneke
Jennifer Lowe

Julie McMahon
Cathy McMillis
Michelle McMurphy
Amy Marcel
Amy Morris
Susanna Mulas
Karen Mulheron
Susan Myrick
Anita Narasimhan
David Nelson

Tien Nguyen
Kimberly Parker
Noelle Parsons
Trang Ngo
Karen Norris

Kelly Perdue
Beth Peterson
Carolyn Pickering
Joanna Quarles
Berkley Rayfield

Margaret Rothgeb
Donna Royster

Jennifer Runk
Kimberly Simmons

David Smith
Kim Sparks
PHARMACY 1996

Jennifer Stallings
Maria Tadalan

Tonya Tate
Gwendolyn Van Cleef

Mark Wilkinson
Shirley Wong

Below: Dr. Billy Martin answer questions after an "enlightening lecture on endocrinology."
Camera on the loose!
Night Out

When the sun goes down
Above: "Pharmacy SAM's" Paullin, Allen, & Mac.
to the right:
Berkeley Rayfield receiving "best Pledge" award at the KE KY formal.

Pharmacy
Giv'me a Break!
Building Life Lasting Relationships
Robert Alley  
Elene Aust  
Dimpy Bakshi  
Amy Bateman  
Loretta Bell  

Min Cha  
Alyson Coffman  
Valerie Crites  
Regina Cutter  
Heather Dickey  

James Fitzgerald  
Christine Fletcher  
Paula Fuller  
Barbara Gilbride  
Ashley Glass
Kimberly Hatcher
Jennifer Hess
Marsha Honaker
Soon (Michelle) Huan
Jocelyn Huynh

Lisa Jeannette
Annie-Marie Jefferson
Karen Kawa
Jeff Kircher
Jorg Largent

Jennifer Layden
Leigh Ann Layman
Pamela Layne
Jocelyn Leu
Russell Lundy
left: "Gee, could it be raining?"
Amy, Kim, & Joy (or Joy & Kim)
Do not go gentle into that good night. 
Rage, Rage against the dying of the light.

Dylan Thomas
Congratulations on your successes as a student of nursing. As dean it is my hope for you that through the years you will remember with fondness the experiences you had as a student and the friendships that you developed, some of which will last a lifetime.

Through the years, we, as your alma mater, will maintain our contact with you so that you know of our continuing progress and so that we can learn of your life and career. As we learn together my hope is for your continued involvement.

Thank you for having chosen to be a part of the proud heritage of VCU\MCV. Best wishes for a long and happy life and successful career.

My regards,
Nancy F. Langston, RN, PhD
Dean and Professor
The school of Nursing began in 1893 as part of the Virginia Hospital Training School. In 1913, this college merged with the Medical College of Virginia and the Medical College of Virginia School of Nursing was born. The first class in 1895 had two members. In 1920, MCV created Saint Phillips School of Nursing for Black students. An integrated school of Nursing began in 1962. Today, there are a total of 755 students enrolled in the MCV School of Nursing and 52 full-time faculty members. It includes the Department of Adult Health Nursing, the Department of Community & Psychiatric Nursing, Department of Maternal-Child Nursing, and the Department of Nursing Administration & Information Systems.
above: Sherry & April "doing their Oral Speeches" at the VA Hospital.

**top left:** N'95 Class at Christmas formal. **left:** Cori, Lesli, April, Julie, Mary, Sherry, Shannon, MaryJane, Marcy, Sharen, and their instructor celebrating the end of their clinical term.
above: Lesli, Mary, Shawn, Cori, & April Anticipating Their Final Review Grades.

top: Marcy, Susan, cori & Victoria enjoy a Ski trip.

to the right: Cori Bangley & Shawn Bockman
"Roomates, Partymates & NURSEMATES!"
Nursing Class of 1996

Ann Bailey
Margaret Brown
Kesha Cole
Gloria Gerda
Robin Gorin

Dorinda Hunter
Jorelynn Intal
Jennifer Morris
Judith Mosher
Rebecca Nations

Carolyn Nunany
Cynthia "Cindy" Snow
Laurie Walker
Kelly Wells
Below: Ann Boyle, Monica & Lori.  top right: Kelly Wells. middle left: Monika can't believe it! middle right: Marie Ramos counting how many more clinicals are there? bottom left: Lori & Betsy taking a break. bottom right: Marie & Joanna having a good laugh.
Left: I think I can put one more thing in this notebook! Jakie Sylva.
Weekend Family Nursing Practitioners
Run like you never run before
Play like you'll never get hurt,
Dance like no one is watching,
It has to come from the heart.

Unknown
The School of Allied Health Professions is committed to offer, through the establishment and maintenance of rigorous standards of excellence, undergraduate and graduates education that will prepare students for professional careers in the several allied health disciplines. Development of professional attitudes, emotional maturity, and ethical behavior are vital components of the educational process. It is essential that students gain a deep respect for the dignity of man and the inherent rights of patients and others who receive services. The School’s nine departments are designed to include not only the development of skills to assure excellence in quality of health care, but also such factual knowledge and experiences that will provide the basis for continuing intellectual and professional growth.

Community services of the School include continuing education, consultative resources, and participation in all pertinent areas of health care. An integral part of these efforts is to stimulate and sponsor research activities within the School and to encourage interdisciplinary research. The nine department of the School are found on the opposing page.

Monica White
School of Allied Health Professions

The health profession could not function without the integral parts of the Medical College of Virginia that make up the Allied Health Professions.

Department of Patient Counseling
Department of Rehabilitation Counseling
Department of Gerontology
Department of Clinical Laboratory Sciences
Department of Health Administration
Department of Nurse Anesthesia
Department of Occupational Therapy
Department of Physical Therapy
Department of Radiation Sciences

The following Department is also found in this section.

Department of Physiology
Various Departments of MCV

Edward Pettus-Anatomy:G3
Ian Dang-Biochemistry:G1
Matthew Lee-Biochemistry:G3
Bradley Miller-Biochemistry:G3
Chris Kepley-Immunology

Erin Kennedy-Genetic Counseling:G1
Allison L. McClain-Genetic Counseling:G1
Elizabeth C. Melvin-Genetic Counseling:G1
Roxanne M. Ruzicka-Genetic Counseling:G1

Julienne Joang-Public Health
Pamela J. Stengel-Genetics:G1
Susan Bryan-Master of Science
Deborah K. Staley-MHP-G1

Naryeah Boisseau-Nuclear Medical Technology
Matthew Murawski-Pharmacology Administration
William Hawkins-Pharm. Toxicology:G1
Gerald Craig Llewellyn-Pharm. Toxicology:G1

Kathleen E. Phillips-Pharm. Toxicology:G1
Robert K. Sedaker-Pharm. Toxicology:G1
Karen A. Willoughby-Pharm. Toxicology:G1
Kristy Lake-Pharm. Toxicology:G3

Mellissa Jarrard-Masters of Psychiatric Mental Health
Maritza O’Neal-Masters of Psychiatric Mental Health
Kimberly Chandler-Rehabilitation Counseling
Veronica Vanharn-Rehabilitation Counseling
Preventive Medicine and Community Health
THE DEPARTMENT OF PHYSIOLOGY

G1
Michael K. Belz
Matthew R. Craig
Erin E. Flaherty
Rebecca A. Henry

Christopher D. Kenney
David D. Limbrick, Jr.
Vincent J. Obias

Robert F. Shaffer
Joseph Chris Zacko

G3
Maryam H. Abdulmohsen
Vera L. Barbosa
Ray A. Caldwell

John W. Entwistle, III
Mamoun A. Kloub
Physiology

top left: group photo with Dr. R. Costanzo demonstrating how to best use your vestibular system as he balances a ball on his head. top right: Dr. Feher executes his infamous "one-handed fade away, three pointer, nothing but net" shot as others watch in wonder.

PGSA President Mike Stiefel presents an award in recognition excellence as physiology professors to Dr. Poland (middle left), Dr. I. Costanzo (above), and Dr. Baumgarten (middle right). bottom left: Mike, Jim, and Dr. R. Costanzo enjoying the beautiful weather during the Physiology Fall Picnic. bottom right: Dave, Matt, Mike (who is still asleep), Chris, and Stacey enjoy Friday morning coffee hour.
Therapy

Kendra Lippman
Melissa Matherly
Catherine Matthews
Julie Maybach
John McAllister

Tara Newton
Jeffrey Raskind
Jackie Rigsbee
Jill Rosenberg
Michelle Rousseau

Courtney Smith
Sue Teets
Mary Tye
Sheryl Valone
Amy Wentworth

Susan Wilson
Margery Winslow
Department of Radiation Sciences

Catherine Creighton
Kris Dillingham
Diane Lawlor
Kristy Puff
Benzard Sarwar
Jane Villaflor
Stacy Whittington
Masters of Health Administration

Second Year Class of 1996

p.142 top left: John Sylvia and Kristin Zeterberg are Florida Tourists. top right: MHA-96 Halloween Party. middle left: Doug Neely, Ranjitha Kurup, and Neda McGuire. middle right: Eric Monzon, Macon Moore, and Brian Jenkins. bottom left: Steve and Holly, Brad and Margaret. bottom center: Mike Fenner and Jill Shelby. bottom right: Slash (Macon Moore) and Axel Rose (Jennifer Howell).

p.143 top left: Ed, John, Brian, Patrick, Jim, Doug, and John at the Belmont Golf Course for the MHA-96 Spring Golf Tournament. top right: Patrick Billings in the woods... again. bottom left: Jill Shelby at the MHA-96 70's Party. middle right: the "Cheesy Section" including Kimberly, Jill, Margaret, Jill, and lisa. bottom right: Kevin and Shannon.
above: Hey! the gang's all here. left: Macon loves to dance for the ladies-Shannon, Ranjitha, and Jen.
right: Brad and Jim.
bottom left: Jill Shelby and friends.
Clinical Lab Sciences Class of 1995
Clinical Lab Sciences

top left: Shuang Wu enters data in the Blood Bank. top right: Kristen Wood pipets blood to determine the type. middle left: Frances Shiragusa puts on mask to work with TB specimens. middle: Janet Britt studies cells. middle right: Yvonne Veloso working in Immunology at the Veterans Hospital. bottom left: Beverly scopes it out. bottom right: Susan Kosko and Anita Rivard busy counting cells.
top left: Jen studies Micro. top right: Tasha and Susan getting stressed before a test. right: lunch time with Rosina and Shelley.
middle left: Monday morning with Rosina, Tasha, Nicole, and Janet.
lower right: Ken busy at work. bottom left: Yvonne Velosa-Class President. bottom right: Diana Wray at work.
Occupational Therapy
CLASSES OF 1996

John Allen (G1)
Delores Blazer (G1)
Jeffrey Denzler (G1)
Molly Dillon (G1)
Alan Donaldson (G1)

Suzanne Einsmann (G1)
Amy Evans (JR)
Carolyn Flexman (G1)
Carol Garner (JR)
Sandy D. Jenkins (JR)

Hilary E. Lace (JR)
Jill Lawrence (JR)
Elizabeth McElvain (G1)
Carla Malito (G1)

Cecilia Morris (G1)
Guy Perez (G1)
Melissa Philipps (G1)
Lisba ProBeck (G1)

Anne Stevens (G1)
Julianne Jerina (G1)
Megan Thompson (JR)
Sunny Winstead (G1)
Occupational Therapy

CLASSES OF 1996

Christine Bria (JR)
Mary Childress (JR)
Cherie Donato (JR)
Patricia Fields (JR)
Heather Gildewell (JR)

Christi Haynes (JR)
Barbara Hill (JR)
Kristen Houser (JR)
Shannon Miller (JR)
Heather Muterspaw (JR)

Tracy Nolan (JR)
Amy Prechel (JR)
Amy Ratcliff (JR)
Allison Rice (JR)
Laura Rubin (JR)

Caren Wesley (JR)
Christina Young (JR)
p.155 top left: Pat Fields and Amy Ratcliff working with small teaching groups. top right: Tracey Nolan, Shannon Miller, Carol Garner, Allison Rice, Amy Evans, Jill Lawrence, and Barbara Hill at the Virginia Occupational Therapy Association Annual Conference at Wintergreen Resort. left: Junior O.T. Picnic. below: Sandy Bigelow, Amy Prechel, Carol Garner, Amy Ratcliff, Heather Muterspaw, Karen Wesley, and Sandy Jenkins.

p.154 bottom left: This is where the creativity begins.
bottom right: Pat Fields, Jan Allison, and Sandy Bigelow rockin' at the Halloween Party.
top left: Christi Haynes, Par Fields, Eric, and Jan Allison display "Our Motto" at the Halloween party. above: O.T. group picture. bottom right: Tracy Nolan is teaching Copper Tooling to Small Group with Barbara Hill and Lowry Lawrence.
Occational Therapy
CLASS OF 1995

Susan Barrett
Cheryl Bava
Russel Davis
Kelle Henry
Susan Jacques

Carey Kent
Laura Lewekki
Jennifer McGarry

D'Anne Moore
Jennifer Phelps
Beth Reynolds

Anthony Smith
Elizabeth Stigall
Amy Swisher
Lowrey Lawrence (JR)
Julie Wilhelm
top left: Susan Barrett wheeling around at Nascott. top right: posing at the SCI Conference at the James Center in October. middle left: Simulating Lifeskills cooking group. middle right: Beth Reynolds and Elizabeth Stigall experience the wheelchair. bottom left: making adaptive equipment for pediatrics. bottom right: Amy Swisher, Kelle Henry, Kelly Mueller, and Susan Barrett at Virginia Beach in the Fall.
top left: Christina Phillips having just another fun day in class! top right: Susie Jacques, Elizabeth Stigall, and Julie Rynott looking studious at the SCI Conference. middle left: 1994 MCV Winter Formal. middle right: Christmas wrapping for the homeless. bottom left: volleyball at the O.T. House Party. bottom right: Christmas in downtown Richmond.
Listen to the mustn'ts child,
listen to the don'ts
listen to the shouldn'ts
the impossibles, the won'ts,
listen to the never haves
then listen close to me-
anything can happen, child,
ANYTHING can be.

Shel Silverstein
top left: the wedding of Shohreh Kezerooni.
middle left: the wedding of Cathy Cash to Mr. Jim Staley.
top right: Anthony and Rose Peluso
bottom left: the dental guests attending the Staley's wedding.
bottom right: the pharmacy guests at the wedding of Ellen Neatour to Jimmy Smith.
**top left:** the wedding of Nicole Van to William Wang
**bottom left:** the wedding of Jennifer Trider to Steve Rose

**top right:** the wedding of Courtney Coleman to Bill Adams
**bottom right:** the wedding of Donna Cohen to Rick Rios
**CRITTERS!!**

**top left:** Dori Mardon's alligator pet. **top right:** Debbie Guisinger's (DH-95) cat Czar looks like a perfect fit. **middle left:** Domenick Coletti's study buddy and woodworking specialist Chevy. **middle right:** Scott Miller's Harley. **bottom left:** Paige Crowder and King Henry Fessenden II. **bottom center:** Lana Soules (D-95) with Nikki and Winnie. **bottom right:** Collen Greene (DH) and Barkley.
top left: Courtney and Bill Adams' cats Tangi (orange) and Sugar (white). top right: Michelle Murphey, Cathy Mills, and "Calvin".
middle left: Tracy Nicholson (P-5) and her good friend. middle right: Kathy Bryant (P-95) and her two dalmations.
bottom left: Matt Lee's (P-5) pet horse Donger. bottom right: Todd is petting Paige Crowder's old pet, Nancy, while others watch from a distance.
The Medical College of Virginia / Student Government Association (SGA) represents the interests and concerns of all MCV students and encourages everyone to participate in its events. SGA works as a liaison between the student body and the University in an attempt to make the MCV experience enriching for every student. Each school elects members, and every member strives to make their constituents' opinions and suggestions heard. The executive committee is a governing board composed of seven voting members and is advised by Dr. Robert Clifton, Dean of Student Affairs. Our subcommittees handle a variety of issues, including student parking, social activities, the yearbook, the annual Formal Dance, and student grievances. The 1994-1995 executive committee members are: Maher Sangid, President; Robert Marzban, Vice-President Social; Brian Bienstock, Vice-President Parking; Ingrid McCarty, Secretary; Brett Dameron, Treasurer; Win Graham Gardner, Yearbook Editor; and J. Scott Taylor, Honor Council.
107 Years of Service
to
The Medical College of Virginia
and its Alumni

Medical College of Virginia
Alumni Association

P.O. Box 980156
Richmond, VA 23298-0156
(804) 828-3900
The Yearbook Staff would like to especially thank:
President Trani
Dean Clifton
Dr. Hugo R. Seibel; Associate Dean of Medicine for Student Activities
Dr. Lindsay M. Hunt; Dean of the School of Dentistry
Dr. John S. Ruggiero; Dean of the School of Pharmacy
Dr. Nancy F. Langston; Dean of the School of Nursing
Monica White with Allied Health Professions
Sara Anderson (M-97) for the extra help with the Medical section
Christa Ellenberger (D-98) for the extra help with the Dental section
Richard Grundy for making the dust cover
Sean Fessenden for making the bound cover
Marci Woodward
Jodi L. Koste and Chris Fullerton for their help as Archivists
Media Publication Services for the following pictures:
beginning end picture
ending end picture
pictures of Richmond; pgs. 9-11
pictures of MCV-VCU; pgs. 12-13
Lisa Dean!
Mr. James Miller
and
EVERYONE that submitted pictures.
...because this Yearbook would not be possible without these people.

THANKS ALOT!

The 1995 X-RAY was printed by offset lithography by Deimar Printing & Publishing in Charlotte, North Carolina. The 204 page book had a press run of 1500 copies. Lithoflect glass and embossed papers were selected for the 8 1/2 x 11 book.

The dust cover was designed by Richard Grundy, a Dentistry '95 Student. The idea for the colorful cover was inspired by Dr. Seuss.

The hard cover used a buggywhip material, white silkscreen ink and embossing. It was designed by Sean Fessenden, a Dentistry '96 student.

Type styles used in the book include: CRITTER, CUTOUT, SCOOZ, EMYTHOS, TOOLBOX, Quake, Giddyup, Birdi, Times New Roman, Utopia Headline, and Myriad Tilt.

Professional Photography services were provided by CANDID COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY.

The Editors were:
Wm. Graham Gardner, Maher Sangid, and Sahana Vijay.
I would rather be ashes than dust. I would rather my spark should burn out in a blaze than it should be stifled by dry-rot. I would rather be a superb meteor, every atom of me in a magnificent glow than asleep and permanent as a planet. The proper function of a man is to live, not to exist. I shall not waste my days trying to prolong them. I shall use my time. 

Jack London
Wm. Graham Gardner
Maher Sangid
Sahana "Sam" Vijay

THE YEARBOOK STAFF WOULD LIKE TO WISH:

GOOD LUCK!

to everyone in their career goals, especially

THE CLASS OF 1995
The End